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I live 80km from Fukushima #1 Nuclear Power Plant.



C 134.137

Fukushima’s topography affected
the spread of Cs134 and Cs137.

Western Fukushima was protected 
by Oousanmyaku Mountain Range. 



March 12, 2011 Our clinic in Inawashiro, Fukushima



Evacuation Facility   March 23, 2011

People used cardboard boxes
to create personal space in a gymnasium.

The population of
Inawashiro is 15,000.

After the
nuclear meltdown,
our town took in
3,000 evacuees.



March 15, 2011 Inawashiro, FukushimaSupermarket



!!

Doctors from Belarus came to Fukushima,
but they did not tell us the truth!

December 2012



Thyroid cancer in Belarus 1970Thyroid cancer in Belarus 1970--2011 2011 
(children 0(children 0--14; teenagers 1514; teenagers 15--19; young adults 2019; young adults 20--24 and 2524 and 25--29)29)

Children (0-14)

Teenagers (15-19)

(20-24)

(25-29)

(Demidchik Yu,BELMAPO.2013)



(Demidchik Yu,BELMAPO.2013)
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Cases of suspected thyroid cancer in Fukushima

Per 100.000 children





Incidence of Child Obesity [5-11 years old] in Fukushima]%

Age

(2010-2013 Japan Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare)
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Thyroid sonograms for Fukushima children age 0-18 
at the time of the nuclear accident.

Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, of the Fukushima Heath Management Survey, has 
instructed doctors conducting thyroid exams what to tell parents:

“I believe there is no need for concern, but to be sure, several doctors 
will review the results.  These will be mailed to you in 1-2 months.”

We are not allowed to tell 
the parents 
the results at the time 
of the exam!!!



Despite high levels of radiation in Fukushima,
why don’t people evacuate?

They cannot leave the land and graves that have been in their   
families for  generations
the older generations in their family refuse to evacuate.

They worry they won’t find new work if they evacuate, 
or they can’t quit their current work.

Sick family members cannot be moved.
They feel they can’t leave behind their friends.
The don’t want to interrupt their children’s education.
Their parents/ in-laws believe the government that this level of 

radiation is safe.
They don’t have enough money

to evacuate on their own.
They don’t to leave their pets/ animals behind.



Koriyama city Iwaki city

FUKUSHIMA

Fukushima Prefecture ended financial
support to voluntary evacuees in 
December 2013. 

The prefecture is now offering
expecting families and those with 
children a financial incentive 
to return to Fukushima. 

Fukushima Prefecture is now building 
apartments in the cities of Koriyama
and Iwaki for those anticipated 
to return.



Medical Examination for Potential Decontamination Workers

Honestly,
I prefer not to conduct these examinations.

Many of the people don’t have jobs or are young and single.

By law, those under 18 are not allowed
to do decontamination work

From 2012 to 2013, at my small hospital in Inawashiro I examined:
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March 15, 2011 3:00am 

You mustn’t remain in Fukushima
a letter from your mother

To my children that I love so much, 
Now, the nuclear power plant in Fukushima is in dire condition. 
Reactors 1, 2 and 3 have exploded.  How many years will the radiation last?  

How many generations will it affect?  When I think about these things, I cannot sleep.

My brother, your uncle, and his children have evacuated to Kyushu. 
I must find a way to evacuate you to a safer place.  I am so anxious.
Just in case I never see you again, I want to tell you a few things:

*Get along with each other and help each other out.
*Never give up on your dreams.  
*Make a contribution to the world.
*Concentrate on your inner self and not on your appearance.  

Always remain humble.
*Keep your room tidy.
*Eat healthy.
*Take care of nature and work for peace.
*Pay respects to your ancestors and take care of your families.
*Your happiness is the most important thing to me.  I will love you forever.
*Lastly, if Fukushima ever becomes safe again, please come home.
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Thank you for your attention.

Please help us protect our children.
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